GTW FEATURE [Wiley X]

CURING
CROSS-EYE

Stay on guard
with Wiley X
Imagine a pair of shooting glasses that help to cure cross-eye
dominance and also offer military standard protection for your eyes.
Imagine no longer, because that product exists, thanks to Wiley X.
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egular readers of Gun Trade
World should by now be
familiar with the world of Wiley X
and the unique benefits it offers to
hunters and shooters from around
the world. The company provides
effective solutions to many of
the practical problems and safety
hazards of shooting. One prime
example of this is the Wiley X
Guard Advanced model.
This top frame, split lens design
is perfect for helping to cure
cross-eye dominance, which is
a problem that can plague any
shooters accuracy. It also features
Wiley X’s unique shatterproof
Selenite lenses, which meet
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MIL-PRF324532(GL) ballistic
standards. What does this mean?
Essentially your eyes will protected
to the same standards required
by military personnel around the
world.
The lenses also benefit from
T-Shell anti-scratch hard coating,
ensuring they last a long time as
usable eyewear – the lenses are
also interchangeable with smoke
grey or light rust colours available.
It houses an X-lock locking
nosepiece to make this interchange
easy.
The temple and tip areas of the
glasses are made from a doubleinjected material that offers

incredible comfort and security
and the glasses are also supplied
with a carrying strap and hard
case.
Available in two different
combinations: 4004 Matte black
frame - clear and smoke grey
lenses or 4006 Matte black frame
– clear, smoke grey and light rust
lenses. GTW
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When shouldering the gun
to your right shoulder and
aiming with your left eye
being your master eye, this
is cross eye domination.
It is the same story, if you
shoulder the gun to your
left shoulder and aim using
your right eye as your
master eye.
Cross eye domination
can in most cases be
“cured” by using Wiley X
protective eyewear. Wiley
X Ballistic, ANSI rated and
EN.166 certified lenses
provide a true spatial
relationship of objects
in the field of view. By
mounting a smoke grey
colored lens in front of the
dominant eye and a light
rust colored lens (contrast
enhancement color) in
front of the other eye, the
domination will in most
cases change to the other
eye and thereby solve the
cross eye problem.
This provides the following
advantages:
• No cross eye domination
• 100% eye protection
• 100% distance evaluation
• 100% field of view
• RX ready (prescription)

